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Light and darkness: an unfinished novel / by Matsumae Soseki. Light and Dark, Natsume Soseki's longest novel and masterpiece, although unfinished, is a minutely observed study of haute-bourgeois manners on the eve of World War I. With Light and Dark, Soseki invented the modern Japanese novel. Natsume Soseki 1867&8211;1916 was the foremost Light and Darkness: Natsume Soseki's Meian - Amazon.com Light and darkness: an unfinished novel by Natsume, S?seki, 1867. Theory of Literature and Other Critical Writings - Google Books Result Publisher's Summary: Light and Dark, Natsume Soseki's longest novel and masterpiece, although unfinished, is a minutely observed study of haute-bourgeois manners on the eve of World War I. With Light and Dark, Soseki invented the modern Japanese novel. Natsume Soseki 1867&8211;1916 was the foremost Light and Darkness: Natsume Soseki's Meian - Amazon.com